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Why is Gold valuable? 

 Since the beginning of time, gold has been regarded as precious and 

valuable by every race on every continent in the world. It is estimated 

that the first discovery was in 5000 BCE and that most of the gold that 

has been discovered is still in use today. 

 Gold is very difficult to mine. The labour and machinery required to 

eventually get that gold ring onto a finger, costs an enormous amount of 

money. Therefore, people love to own this incredibly valuable mineral. It 

is desirable as a status symbol. 

 In the early days, gold was important for trading. The economy of the 

world used to be run on the gold standard. This meant that each nation 

and their money would be worth the same amount of gold. This was 

stopped in 1977. 

For this lesson, you will need to select any one of the research activities 

below and complete it, in your workbooks. Use the time that you have to be 

creative, so come up with some creative ideas for your poster.    

RESEARCH ACTIVITY ONE 

1. Use the information above and research other valuable uses of gold. 

Write a mini essay (about ½ a page in length) explaining why gold is 

    valuable. 

2. Design a poster in which you show how valuable gold is by drawing 10  

    different items that are made from gold. 

    Make your poster interesting and colourful. 

    The poster must be done in your notebooks. 



RESEARCH ACTIVITY TWO 

1. Research how gold is mined and write points (about ½ a page) on the whole   

mining process. (answer can be found in your textbooks) 

2. Draw a diagram to illustrate the Mining process. 

 

RESEARCH ACTIVITY THREE 

 

 From 1890 to 1907, the official figure for deaths underground in the gold 

mines was an average of 470 per 100 000 miners per year. These 

numbers do not include the hundreds of miners who were injured or who 

got lung diseases. 

 Working underground was extremely difficult and very dangerous due to 

certain conditions. 

1. Research the conditions that the mine workers experienced 

    underground. 

2. Use this information to write a paragraph (10 -15 lines) describing 

      the dangerous working conditions underground. 

 


